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an expert from liturgical time and an unhurried God 

I’m on the highway, Interstate 35. Stopped. 


I can’t see what’s ahead. Is there a wreck? Road construction? I check my map app. A thick 
red line stretches on for what appears to be over a mile. 


I’m going to be here a while. 


My kids are strapped into their car seats kicking the seats in front of them in boredom. We are 
a little tired and a little whiny. I crank up the air conditioning and turn on NPR. 


We need to get home soon or my kids will be cranky- “starving,” they’ll say. They’ll get a late 
bath and be late for bed, and there goes my hope of a little downtime. As I wait, I grow 
increasingly irritated. 


I’ve never really understood why people honk in traffic. No-one can go any faster. We’re all 
stuck. No one’s particularly happy about it. But people honk, as if to shake a sonic fist at the 
sky. In the face of our powerlessness, our stuck-ness, our mortal minutes counting down, we 
just honk: an act of rage and protest that only adds noice, no movement. We’re geese, caught 
in a trap, honking. 


I judge the people who honk in traffic, but if my feelings made sounds they’d be honking too. I 
am impatient. I live in an instant world where I think I 
am the captain of the clock. I live with the illusion 
that time- my time at least- is something I control. I 
am not a farmer. I don’t have to wait for harvest or 
for the weather to change. I’m not a midwife. I don’t 
have to wait for babies to come. When my computer 
moves too slowly- seconds really- I murmur, “This is 
taking forever.” 


Of course, if I knew how long I have left to live, if the 
length of my remaining days or those of someone 
close to me could be counted in weeks, I’d 
understand that time is not in my control. Or if I lived without the luxury of electricity, time 
would more obviously call the shots. 


But in my life, time is most often something I seek to manage, or something I resent- 
something, it seems, that I never have enough of. In my frenetic life, I forget how to slow down 
and wait. 


For the good of my own I need to feel what it’s like to wait, to let the moments march past. And 
here I am, plunged into an ancient spiritual practice in the middle of the freeway- forced, 
against my will, to practice waiting. 


WRITE A JOURNAL ENTRY ON WHAT GOD COULD TEACH YOU IN WAITING. WHEN WAS THE 
LAST TIME THAT YOU WAITED FOR SOMETHING, AND IT WAS WORTH IT? HOW COULD YOU 
NOTICE GOD IN WAITING? WHAT HELPS YOU WHEN YOU HAVE TO WAIT FOR SOMETHING? 
WHAT DOES THE BIBLE TELL US ABOUT WAITING?  
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One of my favorite scenes in literature is when the Lilliputians in Gulliver’s Travels think that, 
because Gulliver keeps checking his clock, it must be his god. It was Swift’s clever 
commentary on his era’s worship of time, hurry, and efficiency, which applies just as easily to 
us today. (By the Lilliputians’ logic, my god is my smartphone.)


But the reality is that I do not control time. Every day I wait. I wait for help, for healing, for days 
to come, for rescue and redemption. And like all of us, 

I’m waiting to die. 


And I wait for glory, for the coming King, for the 
resurrection of the body. 


Christians are people who wait. We live in liminal 
time, in the already and not yet. Christ has come, 
and he will come again. We dwell in the meantime. 
We wait. 


But in my daily life I’ve developed habits of 
impatience- of speeding ahead, of trying to squeeze 
more into my cluttered day. How can I live as one 

who watches and waits for the coming kingdom when I can barely wait for water to boil? 


Theologian Hans Urs von Balthasar suggests that impatience is at the root of all sin. He 
explains the central role of patience in the Christian life: 


God intended man to have all good, but in… God’s time; and therefore all disobedience, all sin, 
consists essentially in breaking out of time. Hence the restoration of order by the Son of God 
had to be the annulment of that premature snatching at knowledge, the beating down of the 

hand outstretched toward eternity, the repentant return from a false, swift transfer of eternity to 
a true, slow confinement in time… Patience (is) the basic constituent of Christianity… the power 
to wait, to preserve, to hold out, to endure to the end, not to trascend one’s own limitations, not 

to force issues by playing the hero of the titan, but to practice the virtue that lies beyond 
heroism, the meekness of the lamb which is led.  

As one who is beloved of God, I must learn the hard practice of patience. 


Sitting in traffic, stuck, is one of very few times in my day where I embody the true state of my 
whole human existence- on the way, already but not yet, living as a creature in the in-between, 
waiting. 


JOURNAL PROMPT: WHAT TECHNOLOGY CONTROLS YOUR LIFE? HOW COULD YOUR LIFE BE 
DIFFERENT WITHOUT THIS DEVICE? WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR TODAY? WHAT HAVE YOU 
LEARNED FROM WORSHIP ABOUT WAITING? WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE ‘IN THE ALREADY 
AND NOT YET’? WHAT COULD YOU SLOW DOWN IN YOUR LIFE?  
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We are impatient people. We want happiness now. Fulfillment and gratification now. Time is 
just another commodity that we seek to maximize. 


I get angry in traffic because it reminds me that time is not at my bidding. 


In her book Receiving the Day, Dorothy Bass describes how perceiving time as something that 
we own and manage- as blocks in a day planner- can drive us to the false belief that time is 
primarily a force to be tamed, used, and controlled. 


Bass describes me with stinging accuracy: 


We delude ourselves into believing that if we can just get everything done, if we can only tie up 
all the loose ends, if we can even once get 

ahead of the rush, we will prove our worth and 
establish ourselves in safety. Our problem with 

time is social, cultural, and economic, to be 
sure. But it is also a spiritual problem, one that 
runs right to the core of who we are as human 
beings… Indeed, these distortions drive us into 

the arms of a false theology: we come to 
believe that we, not God, are the masters of 

time. We come to believe that our worthy must 
be proved by the way we spend our hours and 
that our ultimate safety depends on our own 

good management.  

The reality is that time is a stream we are swept into. Time is a gift from God, a means of 
worship. I need the church to remind me of reality: time is not a commodity that I control, 
manage, or consume. The practice of liturgical time teaches me, day by day, that time is not 
mine. It does not revolve around me. Time revolves around God- what God has done, what 
God is doing, and what God will do. 


We live in a waiting world, a world where time itself, along with all of creation, groans in 
childbirth, waiting for something to be born. Here in traffic, when I’m stuck in the in-between, 
neither where I’ve come from nor yet where I’m going, I inhabit the liturgical rhythm I practice 
year after year: waiting and hoping. My present reality is fundamentally oriented toward what is 
to come. I am on the way. 


Waiting, therefore, is an act of faith in that it is oriented toward the future. Yet our assurance of 
hope is rooted in the past, in the person of Jesus of Nazareth and in his promises and 
resurrection. In this way, waiting, like time itself, centers on Christ- the fulcrum of time. 


JOURNAL PROMPT: DO YOU THINK THAT TIME CONTROLS YOU OR THAT YOU CONTROL 
TIME? WHAT ARE SOMETHINGS THAT ARE WORTH WAITING FOR? WHAT DOES GOD WANT US 
TO WAIT FOR? ALL OF TIME REVOLVES AROUND GOD, WHAT’S THE MAJOR EVENT IN YOUR 
LIFE THAT TIME IS HINGED ON? HOW DO YOU SEE GOD IN THAT MOMENT AND TIME? 


